New highly sensitive fluorescence in situ hybridization method to detect PML/RARA fusion in acute promyelocytic leukemia.
We investigated a new fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) method to detect PML/RARA fusion and/or anomalies of the RARA gene (alias RARalpha) in interphase nuclei from patients with acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL). This method uses a commercially available product with two different colored fluorescent probes to detect both PML/RARA gene fusion products (double fusion signal or dual-color fluorescence in situ hybridization [D-FISH]). A total of 82 bone marrow specimens were studied, including 30 from normal bone marrow transplant donors, 33 from patients with untreated APL, 14 from patients with treated APL, and 5 from APL patients with known translocation variants or alternate translocations. The signal patterns and percentage of abnormal nuclei were determined in a blinded study on 500 interphase nuclei for each specimen. Based on 25 normal specimens, the normal cutoff was >0.6% and >1.6% for t(15;17) and t(17;var), respectively. The clinical sensitivity for this series of patients was 98% and the clinical specificity was 100%. The results suggest that the new D-FISH probe set can detect all t(15;17)(q22;q21) and all variant forms of this translocation associated with PML and RARA. In addition, this FISH method can detect all alternate translocations involving RARA and not PML. This FISH method can be used both for the accurate diagnosis of APL and to monitor low levels of disease in treated patients.